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ATI R9 280X M01 - with

Backplate - Black

Special Price

$9.99 was

$95.95
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Short Description

With the new NexXxoS GPX coolers Alphacool is again a step ahead! Optimum performance and quality in a
new cooling design for a great price!

A new sophisticated injection system means the GPU is actively cooled. All other chips are sufficiently cooled
by the passive cooler which is also in contact with the watercooling block for extra efficiency.

Description

With the new NexXxoS GPX coolers Alphacool is again a step ahead! Optimum performance and quality in a
new cooling design for a great price!

A new sophisticated injection system means the GPU is actively cooled. All other chips are sufficiently cooled
by the passive cooler which is also in contact with the watercooling block for extra efficiency.

The patented technology “Philips structure” from the Alpha NexXxoS XP in 2004,  was further developed
improving the base plate. The Fins and channel structure has been further refined. The fins are now 0.5 x 0.5
mm and 2.5 mm high. This enables a very large and rapid heat transfer from the copper to the coolant.

SLI mode: The inlet and outlet are positioned of easy use in SLI mode. Up to four graphics cards can also be
connected with the Alphacool GPX SLI connector. (Available separately)

Back plate: The GPX range always Includes a back plate which uses small passive fins to cool rear of the
graphics card.

Cooling fins: The passive front plate cooling uses 18mm deep cooling fins that cover the rest of the graphics
card completely.

Compatible: Sapphire Radeon R9 280X Dual-X OC, 870MHz, 3GB GDDR5 (11221-00-20G)
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Specifications

0

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-11143-D

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Vga AMD R9 280X (Non Reference)

Block GPU Type AMD

Block Style Copper

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197111430

Internet Reviews

"The German tradition manufacturer Alphacool
convinced often with innovative products. So it seems
to be mainly the graphics card cooler, where Alphacool
tried different concepts. While in the previous year
injection cooler, so there are this year modular GPU-
only cooler with a solid precipitated aluminum cooling
surface. How well can beat the modular concept of
cooling you can read on the following pages...."

Special Price $9.99

http://www.hardwaremax.net/wasserkuehlung/wasser-kuehler/939-test-alphacool-gpx-a-290.html
http://www.hardwaremax.net/wasserkuehlung/wasser-kuehler/939-test-alphacool-gpx-a-290.html

